We report on the performance evaluation of greedy parsing with a single step lookahead (which w e c a l l exible Parsing or F P ) as an alternative to the commonly used greedy parsing (with no-lookaheads) scheme. Greedy parsing is the basis of most popular compression programs including UNIX compress and gzip, however it usually results in far from optimal parsing/compression with regard to the dictionary construction scheme in use. Flexible parsing, however, is optimal MS99], i.e. partitions any given input to the smallest number of phrases possible, for dictionary construction schemes which satisfy the pre x property throughout their execution.
Introduction
The most common compression algorithms used in practice are the dictionary schemes (a.k.a. parsing schemes BCW90], or textual substitution schemes Sto88]). Such algorithms are based on maintaining a dictionary of strings that are called phrases, and replacing substrings of an input text with pointers to identical phrases in the dictionary.
A dictionary can be constructed in static or dynamic fashion. Almost all practical compression algorithms use dynamic schemes (as introduced by Ziv and Lempel ZL77, ZL78]) in which the dictionary is initially empty and is constructed incrementally. Most of these algorithms construct dictionaries that satisfy the pre x property for any input string: in any execution step of the algorithm, all pre xes of any given phrase are also phrases in the dictionary.
Dictionary based compression algorithms of particular interest are the LZ78 method ZL78], its LZW variant Wel84] , and the LZ77 method ZL77]. All three algorithms are asymptotically optimal for a wide range of probabilistic sources. However, it has recently been demonstrated that LZ78 (as well as LZW) approaches the asymptotic optimality faster than LZ77 1 . It is an open question why their relative performances vary in di erent applications.
Given a dictionary construction scheme, there is more than one way t o parse the input, i.e. choose which substrings in the input text will be replaced by respective codewords. Almost all dynamic dictionary based algorithms in the literature ( ZL77, ZL78, W el84, MW85, Yok92] ) use greedy parsing which is fast and can beapplied on-line. However, it usually results in far from optimal parsing/compression: for the LZW dictionary method, there are strings T which can be(optimally) parsed to some m phrases, for which the greedy parsing obtains (m 3=2 ) phrases ( MS99] a similar result for static dictionaries is in GSS85]). Perhaps the most fundamental question regarding dictionary compression algorithms is to nd good dictionary construction schemes i.e. schemes that enable good encoding of the input with small redundancy. Unfortunately, a simple counting argument shows that there cannot exist a single dictionary construction scheme that is superior to any other scheme for all inputs. The advantage of one dictionary construction scheme over another can only apply with regard to restricted classes of input texts.
In Hor95] it was demonstrated that the compression achieved by LZW algorithm on some standard benchmark les can beimproved by looking ahead a few steps. However, it 1 The average number of bits output by LZ78 or LZW, for the rst n characters of an input string created by an i.i.d. source is only O(1= log n) more than its entropy J S 9 5 , LS95]. A similar result for more general, uni lar, sources has been obtained by S a vari Sav97] -for the average case. For the LZ77 algorithm, this redundancy is as much as O(log log n= log n) Wyn95] . Also, for low entropy strings, the worst case compression ratio obtained by the LZ78 algorithm is better (by a factor of 8/3) than that of the LZ77 algorithm KM97].
was noted that: \An optimal parsing scheme would also have to consider the possibility of matching a short rst string and then a short second string in order to match a v ery long third string. We will however reject such possibilities as being too expensive to implement (for minimal expected gain in compression). Our non-greedy version of LZW will only look ahead by one parsed string when choosing its course of action." In fact the algorithm proposed in Hor95] not only changes the parsing scheme, but also constructs an entirely di erent dictionary from that of LZW on a given string -hence, compression improvement o ver LZW is not guaranteed, and the notion of optimality is not clear. The worst case running time of this algorithm is O(jT 3=2 j), where jTj is the input size.
Recently MS99] resolved the issue of on-line optimal parsing in this context by showing that for all dictionary construction schemes with the pre x property, greedy parsing with a single step lookahead is optimal on all input strings -t h i s s c heme is called exible parsing or F P . A new data structure is also introduced in MS99] which implements the algorithm that uses LZW dictionary construction with F Pin O(jTj) time and space proportional to the numberof phrases in the dictionary. The space and time complexity of this data structure is identical to that of the original LZW implementation. Hence optimal compression can be achieved without any overhead in complexity 2 .
In this study, w e report an experimental evaluation of F Pin the context of LZW dictionary construction scheme. Our implementations are based on a new data structure based on Karp-Rabin ngerprints KR87]. We rst demonstrate that optimality of F P(in the context of LZW dictionary construction) translates into considerable improvement over greedy parsing in practice -we denote this algorithm by LZW-F P . We compare LZW-F Pwith compress, gzip and the algorithm which uses the exible dictionary construction of Hor95] and F P(we call this algorithm FPA). On practical data les (including DNA/protein sequences, medical images, and les from the Calgary corpus and Canterbury corpus benchmark suites), both LZW-F P and FPA perform better than LZW (unix compress) in terms of compression, up to 20%. LZW-F P and FPA are also superior to gzip for most non-textual data and all types of data of size more than 1M B . For pseudo-random strings and DNA sequences, the improvement is up to 35%. On shorter text les, gzip is still the champion, which is followed by FPA and LZW-F P . Curiously, for most les the exible dictionary construction proves to bebetter than the greedy (LZW) dictionary construction. We then investigate whether better asymptotic properties of LZ78 based algorithms in comparison to LZ77 translate into improved compression. We demonstrate that on pseudorandom bit streams (with various distributions), the redundancy in the outputs of each of the four pro-grams approaches to the expected asymptotic behavior very fast -requiring less than 1KB for each of the di erent distributions better asymptotic properties of LZW in comparison to LZ77 are very visible. For les of size 1M B , compress can improve over gzip up to 20% in compression achieved.
All the software, documentation, and detailed experimental results reported in this paper are available on the WWW Sou].
The Compression Algorithms
In this section, we describe how each of the algorithms of our consideration, i.e. (1) the LZ77 algorithm (the basis for gzip), (2) the LZW variant (the basis for UNIX compress) of the LZ78 algorithm, (3) LZW-F Palgorithm and (4) FPA algorithm work. Each of the algorithms ts in a general framework that we describe below.
We denote a compression algorithm by C and its corresponding decompression algorithm by C . The input to C is a string T of n characters, chosen from a constant size alphabet in our experiments, is either ascii or is f0 1g. We denote by T i] t h e i th character of T, Note that the decompression at iteration 4 is possible as the algorithms knows the pre x of 4 which is necessarily ab. Hence it outputs ab automatically and re-emulates the dictionary parser.
again uses exible parsing. We note that the codewords resulting from all of the compression algorithms described in this section are encoded using Welch type variable-length codes. The length of these codes is essentially equal to dlog jDje, where jDj is number of phrases in the dictionary at the time of outputting the codeword. Equipeed with the correct number of dictionary entries at each step, the corresponding decompression algorithm can uniquely determine which c o d e w ord it receives. It is possibleto use one form of entropy coding such as dynamic Hu man coding or arithmetic coding to exploit the frequency distribution of codewords to achieve further compression. However, because of the fact that such coding schemes are usually slow to update and that the usefulness of such c o d i n g s c hemes are not very clear in this context, we refrained from using any entropy coding scheme in our implementations.
Data Structures and Implementations of Algorithms
In this section we describe both the trie-reverse-trie data structure, and the new ngerprints based data structure for e cient on-line implementations of the LZW-F P , and FPA methods. The trie-reverse-trie pair is a deterministic data structure, and hence guarantees a worst case linear running time for both algorithms as described in MS99]). The new data structure based on Karp and Rabin's ngerprinting method KR87], is randomized, and guarantees an average case linear running time for the algorithm.
The two main operations to be supported by these data structures are (1) insert a phrase to D, (2) search for a phrase in D, i.e. given a substring S, check whether it is in D.
The standard data structure used in many compression algorithms including LZW is the compressed trie T , w h i c h supports both operations in time proportional to jSj. A compressed trie is a rooted tree with the following properties: (1) each node with the exception of the root represents a dictionary phrase (2) each edge is labeled with a substring of characters (3) the rst characters of two sibling edges can not be identical (4) the concatenation of the substrings of the edges from the root to a given node is the dictionary phrase represented by that node (5) each node is labeled by the codeword corresponding to its phrase. Dictionaries with pre x properties, such as the ones used in LZW and LZ78 algorithms, build a regular trie, rather than a compressed one. The only di erence is that in a regular trie the substrings of all edges are one character long. Trie-reverse-trie-pair data structure. Our rst data structure builds the trie T of phrases as described above. In addition to T , i t a l s h, where o constructs T r , the compressed trie of the reverses of all phrases inserted in the T . Given a string S = s 1 s 2 : : : s n , its reverse S r is the string s n s n;1 : : : s 2 s 1 . Therefore for each node v in T , there is a corresponding node v r in T r which represents the reverse of the phrase h, w h e r e represented by v. Fingerprints based data structure. Our second data structure consists of a linear hash table H with p entries, where p is a randomly chosen prime numb e r i n t h e r a n g e f1 2 : : : M g. An important feature of our data structure is that it can verify whether a given hash table entry k actually represents a string S for which h(S) = k. To achieve this, we give a unique label l(S) t o e a c h phrase S in D 3 , and for each such phrase S, w e store the label of its su x S 2 : jSj] and the label of its pre x S 1 : jSj ; 1].
Our data structure performs extend and contract operations in expected O(1) time. Let S be a string whose label l(S) and hash value h(S) are known. To compute the extension of S with character a, we rst compute the hash value h(S a ) as described above. Among the phrases whose hash value is h(S a ), the one whose pre x label matches the label of S gives the result of the extend operation. To contract S, w e rst compute the hash value h 00 of the string S 2 : jSj]. Among the phrases whose hash value is h 00 , the one whose label matches the su x label of S gives the result of the contract operation. Therefore, both extend and contract operations take expected O(1) time.
Inserting a phrase in this data structure can be performed as follows. An insert operation is done only after an extend operation on some phrase S (which i s i n D) with some character a. Hence, when inserting the phrase S ain D its pre x label is already known: the label of S. Running time: Notice that each c haracter in T participates to exactly one extend and one contract operation, each of which takes O(1) time via the data structures described above. Hence the total running time for the algorithm is O(n).
Correctness: I n a g i v en iteration of step m+1, the algorithm checks whether subsequent locations in the last parsed phrase provides a further reach to the longest reaching phrase already known (we remind that each pre x of the last parsed phrase is guaranteed to bein the dictionary). If it does, then by subsequent extensions, this reach is pushed further. If it does not, then the a contact operation is performed to check whether the next character provides a further reach. Hence, a given step correctly computes the longest reaching phrase that starts at one of the characters of the phrase computed in the previous step. Notice that the pre x property of the dictionary is key to the correctness of the algorithm every pre x of the last parsed phrase is also in the dictionary. Linear time implementations of decompression algorithms for LZW-F P and FPA.
The decompression algorithms for both methods simply emulate their corresponding compression algorithms, hence run in O(n) time.
The Experiments
In this section, we describe in detail the data sets we used, and discuss our test results verifying how well our theoretical expectations were supported.
The test programs
We used gzip, compress, LZW-F Pand FPA programs for our experiments. The gzip and compress programs are standard features of unix operating system. In our LZW-F P implementation, we limited the dictionary size to 2 16 phrases, and reset it when it was full as in the case of compress we also experimented with the extended version of LZW-F P which allows 2 24 phrases. Similarly we experimented with two v ersions of FPA: one with 2 16 and the other with 2 24 phrases maximum.
The data sets
Our data sets come from three sources: (1) Data obtained via unix drand48() pseudorandom number generator. (2) DNA and protein sequences provided by Center for BioInformatics, University of Pennsylvania, and CT and MR scans provided by the St.Thomas Hospital, London, UK Sou]. (3) Text les from two data compression benchmark suites: the new Canterbury corpus and the commonly used Calgary corpus (these commonly available data sets are also provided at Sou]).
The rst data set was designed to verify the theoretical convergence properties of the redundancy in the output of the algorithms and measure the constants involved. The second data set was designed to measure the performance of our algorithms for emerging bio-medical applications where no loss of information in data can betolerated. Finally, the third data set was chosen to demonstrate whether our algorithms are competitive with others in compressing text.
Speci cally, the rst data set includes three binary les generated by t h e unix drand48() function. Each data entry is represented as a byte, although it can only take the values 0 or 1 4 . The data distribution is i.i.d. with bit probabilities (1) 0:7 ; 0:3, (2) 0:9 ; 0:1, and (3) 0:97 ; 0:03.
The second data set includes two sets of human DNA sequences from chromosome 23 (dna1, dna2), one MR (magnetic resonance) image of human (female) breast (mr.pgm), and one CT (computerized tomography) scan of a fractured human hip ct.pgm in uncompressed pgm format in ASCII Sou]. The third set includes the complete Calgary corpus 5 . It also includes all les of size > 1M Bfrom the new Canterbury corpus: a DNA sequence from E-coli bacteria, E.coli, the complete bible bib.txt, and world192.txt.
Test results
The test results for our pseudorandom and biomedical data sets as well as les from the Calgary corpus and Canterbury corpus are presented in Tables 4, 5 , 6, 7 respectively. The tables compare the size of the compressed les obtained by our algorithms to those obtained by gzip and compress by reporting the improvement as % of the uncompressed le size. 6 In summary, w e o b s e r v ed that FPA implementation with maximum dictionary size of 2 24 performs the beston all types of les with size > 1M Band shorter les with non-textual content LZW-F P with the same dictionary size was usually a close second. For shorter les consisting of text, gzip performs the best as expected.
We also veri ed the theoretical expectations for the convergence rate in the redundancy of the output for i.i.d. data. We observed that the constants involved in the convergence rate for FPA and LZW-F Pwere smaller than that of LZW, and gzip was asymptotically worse than all.
Our tests on the human DNA sequences with LZW-F Pand FPA s h o w similar improvements over compress and gzip with a dictionary of maximum size 2 16 , the improvement is about 1:5% and 5:7%, respectively. Some more impressive results were obtained by increasing the dictionary size to 2 24 , w h i c h further improved the compression ratio to 9%. The performance of LZW-F Pand FPA o n MR and CT test images di er quite a b i t : LZW-F P was up to 4% better than compress when compared with gzip it was around 5% better, with the exception of the mr.pgm le on which gzip performed better. FPA's improvement was about 6% and 16% over gzip and compress, respectively, for the MR image, whereas its improvement was about 14% over bothschemes for the CT image. As the image les were rather short, we didn't observe any improvement by using a larger dictionary. One interesting observation is that the percentage improvement achieved by both FPA and LZW-F P increased consistently when the dictionary size was increased from 2 16 to 2 24 7 . This suggests that we can expect the algorithms to perform better in compressing massive archives by relaxing the bound on the maximum dictionary size. This is very useful in many biomedical applications, particularly the human genome project.
Our tests on pseudorandom sequences veri ed our theoretical expectations. All LZW based schemes performed asymptotically better than gzip, which is based on LZ77. We note that the x axis in the plots denote the numberof input bits read by each of the compression algorithms in logarithmic scale with base 1:1. The y axis denote 1=(source entropy; output entropy), where the entropy for the binary source is de ned to be ;(P r o b (0) log P r o b (0)+P r o b (1) log P r o b (1)), and the output entropy is the average number of bits output for every input bit, between the last data point and the current o n e . The plots show that the redundancy in the output is indeed proportional to 1= log n with the smallest constant achieved by F P A -in both cases, the constant i s v ery close to 1:0 the constant for LZW-F P and LZW are about 1:5 and 2:0, respectively. This suggests that for on-line entropy measurement, FPA provides a more reliable alternative to LZ78/LZW or LZ77 (see FNS + 95] for applications of LZW and LZ77 for entropy measurement in the context of DNA sequence analysis).
Our results on text strings varied depending on the type and size of the le compressed. For short les with long repetitions, gzip is still the champion. However, for all text les of size > 1M B , the large dictionary implementation of FPA scheme outperforms gzip by 4:7% ; 8:5%, similar to the tests for DNA sequences.
We believe that this curiosity can be explained as follows. When compressing English text, LZW needs process a su ciently long pre x of the input to build an e ective dictionary that captures its information content. Assuming that the average word (or word combination) size in English which is likely to repeat is about 6, and assuming that the e ective alphabet size in English is again 6 (derived from the empirical entropy estimates of about 2.5 bits percharacter), LZW requires to process a pre x of 6 6 6 = 2 7 3 K characters from the input before it starts to be competitive with LZ77 approach. After this point, LZ78 may start to show its better asymptotic properties in terms of redundancy -as suggested by our experiments. Hence limiting the dictionary size (i.e. the number of phrases in the dictionary) in LZW to 2 16 << 273K as in the case of UNIX compress does not give the 7 The les for which the compression achieved with maximum dictionary size of 2 16 is equal to that with maximum dictionary size of 2 24 , u s e d l e s s t h a n 2 16 phrases.
chance to LZW to perform as good as or better than the LZ77 based approaches.
In summary, our test results demonstrate that the compression performance of LZW-F P and FPA schemes on data of practical interest are considerable. We hope that our results will encourage program developers to work on e cient implementations of our algorithms. In table 4.3, we provide some preliminary timing results in which we compare the running times of our implementations with that of compress and gzip on some large data les. The implementations we report on are as follows: (1) LZW is the standard trie implementation, which we use as the basis of all other implementations, (2) LZW-F Pis a trie based implementation, (3) FPA-Direct is again trie based, and (4) FPA-New is based on ngerprints.
The rst observation we m a k e i s compress is about 7 times faster than our LZW-F P implementation. This is not surprising as compress is a very popular program involving thousands of lines of code that has been under development for many y ears. Our LZW implementation compares well with gzip. When we compare our exible parsing based implementations to our LZW implementation, we again see about a factor of 7 di erence. Part of this (possibly up to a factor of 4) is due to more complex search i n volved in exible parsing we believe that a more e cient search routine can decrease this gap. By incorporating the implementation of the trie based data structure used in compress we may be able to further improve the running time of all exible parsing based programs. Table 4 : Compression evaluation using les in the Calgary corpus The original le size (with some pre xes), compressed le size by gzip and compress, and the improvement (%) made by LZW-FP, FPA, FP-24, a n d FPA-24 over gzip (" g) and compress (" c). Table 5 : Compression evaluation using les in the Canterbury corpus (Large Set) The original le size, compressed le size by gzip and compress, and the improvement (%) made by LZW-FP, FPA, FP-24, and FPA-24 over gzip (" g) and compress (" c). Table 6 : Compression evaluation using experimental biological and medical data The original le size (with some pre xes), compressed le size by gzip and compress, and the improvement (%) made by LZW-FP, FPA, em FP-24, and FPA-24 over gzip (" g) and compress (" c). Table 7 : Compression evaluation using independent i d e n tically distributed random les containing only zeros and ones with di erent probability distributions The original le size (with some pre xes), compressed le size by gzip and compress, and the improvement (%) made by LZW-FP, FPA, em FP-24, and FPA-24 over gzip (" g) and compress (" c Table 8 : Timing results for large data les.
File description and its size, times taken to compress by LZW, LZW-F P , two di erent implementations of FPA, compress, a n d gzip. The rst three les are psuedorandom binary IID les in nature and are described by (x y), where x = p(0) and y = p(1). 
